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Abstract. Damage to critical building contents during earthquakes leads to significant economic losses 
due to repair and business interruption. Under strong earthquake shaking, electric switchboard cabinets 
can be damaged causing interruption of their functions. Electric components inside a switchboard cabinet 
can be exposed to accelerations with critical frequencies, which resonance effects would be magnified. 
This results in electric components to be in malfunction of systems. For the protection of such 
acceleration sensitive components, structural engineering communities have been paid attention to various 
techniques to reduce seismic damages. In this paper, sliding mechanism isolator is proposed as the 
equipment isolation technique applicable to the electric switchboard cabinet. This equipment isolator 
consists of an articulated ball slider-bearing traveling on a lining surface and coil springs producing lateral 
restoring forces in order to prevent its excessive displacements. In order to investigate the seismic 
responses of the electric switchboard cabinet employing equipment isolators, shaking table test was carried 
out. Based on the target floor acceleration response spectrum, an artificial seismic wave was then 
generated as the input ground motion. Their seismic responses were investigated in terms of relative 
displacements, and accelerations of the switchboard cabinet. In consequence, the equipment isolator 
provides beneficial decoupling effects on the seismic responses of the electric switchboard cabinets. Its 
response acceleration is reduced up to 50% of peak spectral acceleration of the input ground motion, and 
it was confirmed that inner electric components are in operation during the excitation. 
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